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Abstract—Decomposition is a crucial capability in forensic analysis, facilitating analysis of unknown binaries. The recent rise of Python malware has brought attention to Python decompilers that aim to obtain source code representation from a Python binary. However, Python decompilers fail to handle various binaries, limiting their capabilities in forensic analysis. This paper proposes a novel solution that transforms a decompilation error-inducing Python binary into a decompilable binary. Our key intuition is that we can resolve the decompilation errors by transforming error-inducing code blocks in the input binary into another form. The core of our approach is the concept of Forensically Equivalent Transformation (FET) which allows non-semantic preserving transformation in the context of forensic analysis. We carefully define the FETs to minimize their undesirable consequences while fixing various error-inducing instructions that are difficult to solve when preserving the exact semantics. We evaluate the prototype of our approach with 17,117 real-world Python malware samples causing decompilation errors in five popular decompilers. It successfully identifies and fixes 77,022 errors. Our approach also handles anti-analysis techniques, including opcode remapping, and helps migrate Python 3.9 binaries to 3.8 binaries.

1. Introduction

Malware such as viruses and ransomware is a key weapon leveraged by cyber attackers. Reverse-engineering malware is a crucial capability for investigating the details of cyberattacks. In particular, a decompiler is a highly desirable reverse-engineering tool that can translate a malware binary into human-readable source code representation. For many years, various reverse-engineering tools such as decompilers have been proposed and advanced [8–10, 21, 24, 25, 40, 42] to target C/C++ binary programs as these languages have been traditionally used to write the majority of malware.

We have recently seen that a large amount of malware has been written in emerging languages [29], particularly in Python [7]. Python is easy to learn and has significant community support, making it an attractive language for malware authors. Python malware is typically distributed as a compiled binary containing Python bytecode instructions that are challenging to analyze.

The community has responded to this problem with Python decompilers [16, 47]. Given a Python binary, decompilers translate bytecode instructions to the high-level representation (i.e., source code). Unfortunately, they have limitations and have difficulty handling various Python binaries. Specifically, when a decompiler encounters particular sequences of instructions, it fails the decompilation process. It either stops the decompilation process or generates incorrect outputs (i.e., incorrectly-decompiled code), thwarting and misleading consequent analyses. We have also seen Python binaries with customized opcode definitions that are incompatible with the standard Python environment and decompilers [5, 26], thwarting the decompilation process.

To overcome these challenges, a straightforward method is to fix the Python decompilers. However, multiple Python decompilers used in the wild are designed, implemented, and maintained by different groups. They are also written in different programming languages: Python [16, 46–48] and C++ [17]. Each decompiler has its own strengths (e.g., Decompyle3 outperforms Uncompyle6 in 3.7-8 Python binaries while Decompyle3 does not support other Python versions), making it difficult to choose a decompiler to fix as there is no clear winner amongst them. Moreover, fixing a decompiler is time-consuming and error-prone. Based on our experiments on fixing three decompilers (Appendix 5.1), on average, it took an author two days to fix a single bug in a decompiler, while 2 of 3 fixes introduced new bugs.

This paper proposes a program transformation-based solution to the decompilation failure problem. Our approach is based on the observation that failure-inducing instructions/structures in Python binaries can be transformed into other forms that decompilers can successfully handle. A challenge in such transformation is that we may not find solutions for various decompilation errors if we only allow semantically equivalent transformations. To this end, we define a concept of Forensically Equivalent Transformation (FET), which relaxes the semantic preserving restriction as long as the transformation preserves sufficient semantics for forensic analysis (Details can be found in Section 3). We evaluate our approach on 17,117 Python malware binaries (that cannot be decompiled by five decompilers [16, 17, 46–48]) in the wild, showing that our technique resolves all the decompilation failures. Our contributions are as follows:

• We develop a system, PYFET, that helps Python decompilers by transforming Python bytecode binaries with decompilation failures to decompilable binaries.
We propose the concept of Forensically Equivalent Transformation (FET) that relaxes the semantic preserving constraints from semantically equivalent transformation to resolve challenging decompilation errors.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to systematically handle Python decompilers generating logically incorrect code, which we call Implicit Errors.

We evaluate PYFET on 17,117 real-world Python malware samples with decompilation errors obtained by ReversingLabs [39]. PYFET identifies 77,022 decompilation errors across five decompilers and fixes all of them.

We present two case studies to show that PYFET can (1) handle opcode remapping, a recent anti-analysis technique that is used by Dropbox and drufa binaries and (2) migrate Python 3.9 binaries to 3.8 so that they can be decompiled by Uncompyle6 and Decompyle3.

We publicly release all the code and data [37].

Scope and Limitations. This paper focuses on fixing errors in decompilers that happen during the process of reconstructing high-level semantics from low-level representations (e.g., instructions). Decompilation errors from before the semantic recovery process, such as errors due to incorrect file headers or formats, are not our focus. PYFET modifies the target binaries, meaning that decompiled program can be different from the original binary program. While we carefully design the transformation rules to minimize the side effects, this may affect the forensic analysis of the target binary. Source-level obfuscation is out of our scope. If a binary is created from obfuscated source code, we aim to help decompilers obtain the obfuscated source code.

2. Background and Preliminary Study

2.1. Bytecode, Disassemblers, and Decompilers

A Python program can be executed from either source code or binary. Besides running a Python source code program (i.e., .py file), one can also run a .pyc binary file containing Python bytecode (a set of instructions for Python’s virtual machine). The binaries can be generated by the ‘-m compileall’ command. The binary format is preferred by cyber attackers as it is challenging to analyze.

Challenges in Decompilation. At a high-level, decompilation is a process of inferring a mapping between the original source code representations from the low-level bytecode instructions. Unfortunately, during the compilation process, a high-level language construct can be transformed into multiple forms of low-level bytecode instructions. For example, there can be multiple ways to implement a for loop, and the compiler may choose one of the ways to generate a binary program. In addition, the compiler can further optimize the generated bytecode (e.g., reducing multiple instructions into a simpler instruction), making it hard to infer the original statements from the instructions. Since there can be multiple possible mappings, decompilation is often considered an undecidable problem. In practice, decompilers often leverage heuristics to choose one of the mappings based on typical code generation patterns’ of the compilers.

Python Binary File Structure. The .pyc file starts with a header containing the magic number representing the version of the Python compiler that generated the binary file. Then, it has a serialized code object containing the Python bytecode including instructions and data. The file and bytecode specifications vary between Python versions (e.g., instructions can be newly introduced or obsoleted).

Python Bytecode Disassemblers. Python disassemblers parse and extract the bytecode instructions while not aiming to recover the source code representation. Their key challenge is to handle the different instruction specifications.

Python Decompilers. Uncompyle6 [47], Decompyle3 [16], Uncompyle2 [46], Unpyc37 [48], and Decompyle++ [17] are five popular Python decompilers. They take a Python binary program as input and aim to generate the input program’s source code. They first disassemble the binary program to obtain bytecode instructions and then identify high-level language constructs from the instructions. For each high-level construct (e.g., a loop), they define compilation rules that map patterns of instructions to high-level language constructs/structures. The decompilers repeat the process of applying decompilation rules on the input binary, until it recovers the entire source code of the target program.

2.2. Preliminary Study on Decompilation Failures

We conduct two preliminary studies. First, we analyze the causes of decompilation errors from real-world Python malware. Second, we study the correctness of decompilers’ results (i.e., decompiled source code).

2.2.1. Causes of Decompilation Failures. We randomly select 150 samples from the real-world malware dataset for our evaluation in Section 5, obtaining 2,014 decompilation errors from the samples. We then investigate the causes of the decompilation errors in five decompilers: Uncompyle6, Decompyle3, Uncompyle2, Unpyc37, and Decompyle++. As a result, we identify that most decompilation failures stem from the following high-level causes:

(a) Errors Breakdown by Root Causes

(b) Top 3 Erroneous Module/Rule per Decompiler

Figure 1. Causes of Decompilation Errors.

Table: Errors Breakdown by Root Causes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implicit Errors</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicting Parsing Rules</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Parsing Rules</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupported Instructions</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Bugs</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Top 3 Erroneous Module/Rule per Decompiler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decompiler</th>
<th>Module/Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncompyle6</td>
<td>M3:M1:M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompyle3</td>
<td>M5:M6:M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncompyle2</td>
<td>M2:M6:M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpyc37</td>
<td>M4:M5:M6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompyle++</td>
<td>M3:M1:M2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. **Missing Parsing Rules:** Decompilers do not have a proper parsing rule for a certain pattern in a binary. It is often a corner case of an already supported pattern.

2. **Conflicting Parsing Rules:** Decompilers fail to select a correct parsing rule when there are multiple applicable rules. Applying an incorrect rule may terminate the decompilation process or create a wrong result.

3. **Unsupported Instructions:** Decompilers do not support certain instructions (i.e., newly introduced instructions), leading to a decompilation failure.

4. **Implementation Bugs:** They are caused due to internal decompiler implementation bugs (e.g., segmentation fault and integer overflow causing infinite loop) that are not particularly related to the decompilers’ design.

As shown in Fig. 1-(a), the missing and conflicting parsing rules are the two major causes. Decompilers maintain a large number of parsing rules (e.g., 1,408 rules in Uncompyle6, Decompyle3, and Uncompyle2 on average), where many of them are inter-dependent. Hence, it is challenging to add new parsing rules or identify the problematic parsing rules to fix the error. Incorrectly added/fixed rules can introduce errors. We elaborate more in Appendix 5.1.

### Handling Control Flows

Many errors are due to mis-handling of control flow changing instructions. Specifically, Fig. 1-(b) shows the decompilers’ modules/rules that are responsible for the errors. Major causes are conditional (36.6% in Decompyle++), loop (43.8% in Uncompyle2), and try/except (53.4% in Decompyle3) structures.

### Undetected Conflicting Rules

We observe some errors caused by conflicting rules incorrectly changing parts of the decompiled result while not wrecking the entire decompilation process. We further investigate it in Section 2.2.2.

### Correctness of Decompiled Source Code

Decompilers may produce an incorrectly decomposed source code. Hence, we empirically analyze the correctness of the decompilation results of 3,000 Python programs collected from diverse sources (e.g., CPython Standard Library [2] and popular projects in PyPI [4]). Specifically, we compile the source code programs to obtain .pyc binaries and use decompilers to get decomposed source code programs. Then, we compare the sources and binaries of both the original and decomposed programs illustrated in [35] (Section 7.2).

The differences indicate potential decompilation failures. We observe the followings:

1. **Incorrectly Changing Semantics:** These errors essentially change the meaning of the program. They typically stem from overlapping parsing rules for the same set of instructions in binary.

2. **Harmless Additional Code:** Decompiled source code has additional code (e.g., additional del statements in an exception block for cleaning up variables) that do not impact the existing semantics of the program.

3. **Incorrectly Omitted Code:** Decompilers, particularly in Decompyle++, may produce a decomposed source code without certain parts of the program. We find that this is because of the incorrect parsing rules of the decompiler which skips the blocks and quits the parsing early.

Our work focuses on the first case (See Section 4.1.2). The second case is trivial and easy to detect. Hence, we detect and ignore them. The third case is out of our scope because it happens when the decompiler’s implementation is largely incomplete for a certain pattern. We detect the third case by instrumenting every block in a binary and checking whether the instrumented code correctly appears in the decomposed source code. If it does not, we detect the third case and ignore it. We elaborate more in Appendix 1.

### Observations and Challenges

#### More Failures on Newer Python Versions

We observe that decompilation failures are frequently observed on recent versions of Python binaries (e.g., 3.8 or later). This might imply that code generation patterns of the compilers are getting more complicated, imposing significant challenges.

#### Logically Different Decompiled Source Code

We observe that even if a decompiler successfully generates source code from the input binary, the decomposed source code may contain different logic. Since these errors happen silently without explicit error messages, detecting them is challenging. We call them implicit errors and discuss them in detail in Section 4.1.1. These errors can substantially affect all the downstream analyses that rely on the decomposed source code. Unfortunately, we have not seen active discussions about this problem, even though the severity of the problem is certainly concerning (e.g., we have observed 13,384 samples having such problems).

#### Anti Reverse-engineering Techniques

We observe the malicious techniques used by cyber attackers to thwart the decompilation processes. For example, attackers modify Python binaries to insert dummy/unusual bytecode instructions, breaking the patterns used by the decompilers (see Section 5.4.3). Also, a customized Python runtime with a randomized instruction set is used to prevent the decompilation of Python binaries [5, 26] (see Section 5.4.2).

### Forensically Equivalent Transformation

**Forensically Equivalent Transformation** (FET) is a transformation aiming to preserve forensically critical semantics without strictly requiring preserving the semantics of the original program. Compared with the semantically equivalent transformation (SET), FET can conduct more diverse transformations, while some semantics might be lost.

#### Reasons for FETs

A salient reader may question why one needs to use FET instead of SET, because SET does not have concerns regarding losing semantics during the transformation. We define and use FETs, because we observed that using only SETs is insufficient to resolve various decompilation errors. In other words, fixing such errors
TABLE 1. TRANSLATING KEYWORDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Original Stmt.</th>
<th>Transformed Stmt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 1:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>await, async</code></td>
<td><code>await fn()</code></td>
<td><code>fn()</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 2:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>with, lambda</code></td>
<td><code>with open(...) as f:</code></td>
<td><code>def FET fn(x):</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>fn = lambda x:\</code></td>
<td><code>return 'y' if \</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>'y' if x&gt;=0\</code></td>
<td><code>x&gt;=0 else 'n'</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>else 'm'</code></td>
<td><code>f = open(...)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>f.write(fn(1))</code></td>
<td><code>f.write(FET_fn(1))</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><code>f.close()</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 3:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>assert, del</code></td>
<td><code>assert(...)</code></td>
<td><code>FET_assert(...)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>raise</code></td>
<td><code>del obj</code></td>
<td><code>FET_del(obj)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group 4:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>nonlocal</code></td>
<td><code>global x</code></td>
<td><code>FET_global_x = ...</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>global</code></td>
<td><code>x = ...</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Blue and red represent keywords and transformed code by FET.

requires more aggressive transformations, meaning that we may need to compromise the semantic preserving constraint.

For example, we observe that Python decompilers’ supports for certain keywords (e.g., `async, await`, and `lambda`) are limited or lacking. After we apply a series of SETs on `async`, we find that none of the SETs we tried resolve the error since decompilers do not understand/implement the concept of these keywords. The closest transformation that works for the decompilers is practically removing the keyword (or transforming to a similar implementation without asynchronous instructions). This essentially motivates the development of FET, relaxing the concept of SET while not significantly affecting subsequent forensic analyses. FET is essentially a superset of SET, and FET includes any SETs.

**Deriving FETs.** We manually derive FETs by analyzing the code produced by Python decompilers for certain keywords (e.g., `async, await`, and `lambda`) are limited or lacking. After we apply a series of SETs on `async`, we find that none of the SETs we tried resolve the error since decompilers do not understand/implement the concept of these keywords. The closest transformation that works for the decompilers is practically removing the keyword (or transforming to a similar implementation without asynchronous instructions). This essentially motivates the development of FET, relaxing the concept of SET while not significantly affecting subsequent forensic analyses. FET is essentially a superset of SET, and FET includes any SETs.

**Types.** There are three types of FETs: (1) translating keywords (Section 3.1), (2) translating control structures (Section 3.2), and (3) inserting no-op instructions (Section 3.3).

### 3.1. Translating Keywords

Table 1 shows four groups of Python keywords that we transform. The first column shows the target keywords of the transformation, and the next two columns show examples of the original and transformed statements.

**Group 1.** FETs remove keywords in this group (e.g., `await` and `async`). Removing them has little to no change in the semantics for forensic analysis (i.e., it makes the program synchronous while all other semantics are preserved). Note that if there exist code snippets dependent on those keywords (e.g., registered callbacks), we do not apply this FET.

**Group 2.** Keywords in this group are translated into semantically similar implementations (i.e., FET) that do not use the keywords. The example in Table 1 shows a simplified version of the `with-as` implementation. Note that the semantics of `with-as` include an exception handler (i.e., `try-finally`). Hence, an example SET of `with x() as f:` `f.write(y)` is `try: f = x(); f.write(y); finally: f.close()`. In this example, there is a subtle difference between the SET and FET in how an exception is handled. Specifically, if an exception happens in the `with` block, the exception will be caught by the `try` block in the SET case, while it will be passed to an upper layer `try` block in the FET case.

**Group 3.** Keywords such as `break, continue, and return` are replaced with a function call. Transformations for this group change the semantic of the original statement, however, from the human reader (e.g., forensic analyst), the lost semantics have limited impact. Further, once successfully decompiled, those transformed functions can be replaced with the original form: `FET_keyword()→keyword`.

**Group 4.** Keywords defining the scope of variables are replaced with variables with a prefix of `FET_`. Similar to Group 2, Group 4 changes the semantics but it is not critical for forensic analysis, and they can be post-processed to recover the original semantics.

**Other Keywords.** There are a few remaining keywords that FET does not consider, as we have not observed decompilation errors caused by them. This is mainly because these keywords’ semantics are straightforward or their usage pattern does not vary significantly, making it easier for decompilers to handle them. For example, there are constant values such as `True, False, and None`. Also, FET does not transform `pass` since it does not have a corresponding instruction in the binary. In other words, no code is generated for the `pass` statement. Lastly, there are keywords used to define objects and functions such as `class` and `def`.

### 3.2. Translating Control Structures

Table 2 shows the second type of FETs changing the control flow structure of the program.

**Structure 1.** This FET changes the program’s control flow structure into a similar structure, while preserving all expression statements, including assignments, comparison, and function calls that are parts of the original control structure. For example, a `try-except` structure can be transformed into (1) a `code block` from the `try` and (2) another block from the `except`, guarded by an `if`.

**Structure 2.** Chained `if` statements are separated into multiple individual `ifs`. For instance, `if a and b` can be translated into two independent `ifs`. Similarly, the `import` statement can have multiple imports with `as` (e.g., `import x as a, y as b`), which can be separated into two import statements: `import x as a; import y as b`.

**Structure 3.** Branching statements (e.g., `continue, break, return`) in loops are translated to conditionals. For example, a `continue` with an assignment of a new variable `FET_continue`. The statement `s2` that is dependent on the original `continue` statement is now guarded by the
4. PYFET Design

Decompilation errors are detected by analyzing the execution outcome of the decomilers. For a detected error, we extract the error location, a tuple of a function containing the error and an error-inducing instruction’s offset: \((F_{error}, I_{error})\). There are two types of errors: explicit and implicit. Explicit errors are observed when a decompiler fails with an explicit error message. Implicit errors occur when a decompiler generates a decompiled code that is semantically different from the input binary without explicit errors.

4.1. Error Identification

Decompilation errors are detected by analyzing the execution outcome of the decomilers. For a detected error, we extract the error location, a tuple of a function containing the error and an error-inducing instruction’s offset: \((F_{error}, I_{error})\). There are two types of errors: explicit and implicit. Explicit errors are observed when a decompiler fails with an explicit error message. Implicit errors occur when a decompiler generates a decompiled code that is semantically different from the input binary without explicit errors.

4.1.1. Handling Explicit Errors. To detect explicit errors, we check for an error message from a decompiler. If a decompiler fails without any error message (e.g., the decompiler process hangs and does not terminate), we do not consider them explicit errors (Discussion in Section 6).

Obtaining Error Location. We parse error messages from the decompiler to obtain the error location. Fig. 3-(a) shows an example error message from Uncompyle6 [47]. It contains the function name where the decompilation failed at line 2 \((F_{error})\), and the error-inducing instruction’s offset \((I_{error})\) at line 6. We use a regular expression to extract the two pieces of information \((A\) and \(B\) in Fig. 3-(b)). Note that if an error-inducing instruction’s offset is not available, we use the first instruction’s offset (i.e., the root of a CFG).

4.1.2. Handling Implicit Errors. Fig. 4 outlines PYFET’s implicit error detection process, consisting of four steps.

1. Implicit Error Pattern Searching: We check whether the decompiled source code has a structure that matches a...
predefined implicit error pattern\(^2\). Note that the matching happens at the source code level. If there is no matching implicit error pattern, we report no implicit errors.

2. **Error Code Extraction and Mutation:** If we identify a code snippet that matches an implicit error pattern, we extract the matching part of the source code, which we call “Error Pattern Code” (\(S_{\text{error}}\)) and its error location (i.e., \(F_{\text{error}}, I_{\text{error}}\)). Then, we mutate \(S_{\text{error}}\)’s code structure (as in the second column of Table 3) to its correct pattern’s structure (as in the third column of Table 3), obtaining \(S_{\text{correct}}\) (Correct Pattern Code).

3. **Compilation:** We compile \(S_{\text{correct}}\) and \(S_{\text{error}}\) to obtain their bytecode instructions: Correct Pattern Code’s instructions (\(I_{\text{correct}}\)) and Error Pattern Code’s instructions (\(I_{\text{error}}\)). We use the same compiler version that generated the input binary, according to the binary’s header.

4. **Searching the Input Binary:** We search the original input binary to check whether the matching instructions of \(I_{\text{error}}\) or \(I_{\text{correct}}\) exist in the input binary at the same error location. Since we found \(S_{\text{error}}\) in the decompiled program in step 1, if the original input binary has \(I_{\text{correct}}\) at the same location, it means the original binary and the decompiled program are different, suggesting an implicit error. Observe that we compare the code snippets in two programs (i.e., the decompiled program and the original binary) at the same location. If both have \(S_{\text{error}}\) and \(I_{\text{error}}\), it means they are consistent hence no implicit errors are detected. Details of other outcomes of the search can be found in Appendix 2.2.

**Implicit Error Patterns.** Table 3 shows 6 selected implicit error patterns. The remaining patterns are in Appendix 2.1.

- **P1.** A decompiler incorrectly includes statements (e.g., ‘return s2’) after an if into the if block.
- **P2.** A nested if with an inner if containing an else block is incorrectly decompiled to the outer if paired with the else (which should be paired with the inner if).
- **P3.** When there are two consecutive ifs, the second if was paired with the first if’s else.
- **P4.** A decompiler introduces an else to try and includes the subsequent statements under the new else.

\(^2\) The patterns are obtained by studying various Python programs’ decompilation results. Details of the study for predefined implicit error patterns is in Appendix 2.1, including examples shown in Table 3.

---

**TABLE 3. IMPLICIT ERROR PATTERNS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern Name</th>
<th>Implicit Error Pattern</th>
<th>Correct Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1: if</td>
<td>if c1:</td>
<td>if c1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>includes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with/return</td>
<td>__return s2</td>
<td>return s2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2: Incorrectly paired else</td>
<td>if c1:</td>
<td>if c1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>__if c2: s1</td>
<td>__if c2: s1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>__else: __s2</td>
<td>__else: __s2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3: if</td>
<td>if c1: s1</td>
<td>if c1: s1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introduced</td>
<td>__else: __s2</td>
<td>__else: __s2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4: try</td>
<td>try: s1</td>
<td>try: s1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introduced</td>
<td>__except: s2</td>
<td>__except: s2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
<td>__else: __s3</td>
<td>__else: __s3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5: for</td>
<td>for x in y:</td>
<td>for x in y:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introduced</td>
<td>__s1</td>
<td>__s1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
<td>__s2</td>
<td>__s2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6: Removed</td>
<td>for x in y:</td>
<td>for x in y:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the inner loop</td>
<td>while c1:</td>
<td>while c1:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when nested</td>
<td>__if c1: __s1</td>
<td>__if c1: __s1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>else</td>
<td>__else: __s2</td>
<td>__else: __s2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>__s3</td>
<td>__s3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Blue text represents keywords and highlighted lines show the differences between the error and correct code.*

P5. A decompiler introduces an else to if and includes the subsequent statements under the new else.

P6. When there is a while in a for, a decompiler completely removes the inner while. Further, it also incorrectly introduces an else and puts statements that should not belong to (s2 and s3 in the example).

Note that for P4 and P5, the else block of try or for will only be executed when there is no exception raised or break executed respectively. The decompiler essentially misinterprets the critical control flow logic of the program.

**Obtaining Error Location.** In the Code Extraction and Mutation process, we obtain the location of \(S_{\text{error}}\).

---

**4.2. Iterative Transformation**

**Outline.** As illustrated in Algorithm 1, we iteratively transform the input binary via three steps. First, we obtain a control flow graph of the input binary (line 2) and choose the initial target block containing the error location (ErrorLoc) (line 3). Second, we transform instructions in the chosen target block (line 5). Note that there can be multiple transformations that are applicable to a block, represented as multiple lines between the transformation and error identification in Fig. 2 (also, the algorithm returns a set of transformations at line 5). For each transformed binary from each applied transformation, we run the error identification process to check whether the transformed binary does not have decompilation errors (lines 5–8). If it resolves the originally targeted error, we consider the transformation is successful (line 9). Otherwise, we try the same process iteratively on other blocks adjacent to the current target blocks (line 10).
The process terminates with a failure when no target blocks are left to process and no successful transformation is found. This essentially means that PYFET fails to find a solution. Note that if a binary contains multiple errors, we run the algorithm multiple times, fixing a single error at a time.

4.2.1. Obtaining CFG. Our transformation is applied per basic block. Hence, before the analysis, we obtain a control flow graph (CFG) of an input binary. We use a default Python disassembler to obtain all the instructions from the binary, and then identify control flow changing instructions.

4.2.2. Target Block Selection. The initial target block is essentially the basic block containing the error-inducing instruction. For example, the basic block 1 in Fig. 5 is the initial target block obtained from the example in Fig. 3. We then apply transformations to the identified target block.

Extending Target Blocks (Iterative Process). The initial block may not be the root cause of the error, meaning that transforming instructions in the initial target block (1) may not resolve the error. In such a case, PYFET selects additional target blocks for transformation incrementally. Specifically, PYFET first selects blocks that are directly connected to the initial block (i.e., reachable if we ignore the direction of the edges in the graph). Fig. 5 shows an example. 1 is the initial target block, where the next selectable blocks are marked by 2.

4.2.3. Transformation (FET). A FET consists of (1) regular expressions for searching target instructions to transform and (2) rules for code transformations.

Identifying Target Instructions. We use a regular expression consisting of Python bytecode’s instruction mnemonics to describe target instructions to transform. Specifically, an element of our regular expression is an instruction.

Transformation Rule Definition. It defines how to replace the matched instructions with new instructions. Fig. 6-(a)
TABLE 4. EXAMPLES OF PYFET’S TRANSFORMATION RULES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Original Stmt.</th>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 Dividing Logical Expressions</td>
<td>(x or y) and z</td>
<td>t = x or y; t and z</td>
<td>Compound logical expressions in a (conditional) statement can be divided into smaller expressions in multiple steps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 Simplifying Control Flow Structures</td>
<td>if x: s1; elif y: s2</td>
<td>if x: s1; if y and not x: s2</td>
<td>Complex/nested conditional statement structures often cause errors during the decompilation. Flattening means to transform the structures into a typical/basic structure while preserving the semantic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 Eliminating Unreachable Code</td>
<td>return x for in y:</td>
<td>return x</td>
<td>Unexpected/unused code sequences (e.g., code after return can break the decompilers). They can be removed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 Eliminating Control Flow Changes at the End of Loop</td>
<td>while x: ... break</td>
<td>while x: ... break</td>
<td>break/continue statements are implemented as jump instructions. If it is right next to the loop end, which also consists of multiple consecutive jumps, decompilers fail to parse which jump instructions are for the loop end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5 Detaching Control Flow Changing Stmt. in Exception Handler</td>
<td>with x as y: return y.f()</td>
<td>with x as y: FET_return = y.f(); return FET_return</td>
<td>with statement in Python runs the code inside an exception handler (i.e., try/finally). Control flow changing statements (e.g., continue/return) result in complicated code, leading to decompilation failures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6 Unsupported Language Features</td>
<td>f = lambda x:y</td>
<td>def f(x): return x*2</td>
<td>Certain language features (e.g., lambda functions) may not be supported by decompilers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Blue and red represent keywords and transformed code by FET.

Algorithm 2: Target Block Selection Algorithm

```
Input : rootBlock: the root basic block of the binary’s CFG. ErrorLoc: the location of the error-inducing instruction.
Output: targetSet: a set of selected target blocks.

1 procedure SELECTINITIALTARGET(rootBlock, ErrorLoc)
  2   targetSet.push(rootBlock)
  3   blockQueue.enqueue(rootBlock)
  4   while blockQueue = Ø do
  5     curBlock ← blockQueue.dequeue()
  6     for ins ∈ curBlock do
  7       if Address(ins) = ErrorLoc then
  8         targetSet ← Ø
  9         targetSet.push(curBlock)
 10         return targetSet
 11       for succBlock ∈ curBlock.successors do
 12         blockQueue.enqueue(succBlock)
 13       return targetSet

14 procedure SELECTADDITIONALTARGET(targetSet)
  15   newTargetSet ← Ø
  16   for curBlock ∈ prevTargetSet do
  17     for predBlock ∈ curBlock.predecessors do
  18       newTargetSet.push(predBlock)
  19     for succBlock ∈ curBlock.successors do
  20       newTargetSet.push(succBlock)
  21   return newTargetSet
```

shows one of the regular expressions and transformation rules we used. It detects a chain of instructions consisting of POP_JUMP_IF_FALSE or POP_JUMP_IF_TRUE and a block of (any) instructions between the jump instructions. Fig. 6-(b) shows the notations we use in this paper to refer to matching patterns of the input. Specifically, we use RE-1 to refer to instructions matched with the first pattern of the regular expression shown in (a). Similarly, RE-2 and RE-3 refer to the second and third patterns. The third column presents transformation rules that will be applied to the matched instructions. Specifically, for the instructions matched with RE-1, we replace POP_JUMP_IF_FALSE and POP_JUMP_IF_TRUE with JUMP_IF_FALSE_OR_POP and JUMP_IF_TRUE_OR_POP respectively. For the instructions matched with RE-2, we do not transform, meaning that they remain intact. RE-3 adds two instructions: STORE_FAST and LOAD_FAST. We give an example of how the FET in Fig. 6 is applied on [35] (Section 8.1).

FET Rule Examples. Table 4 shows a few selected FETs including intuitive explanations of the rules. Note that the transformations are done at the binary level. We use the source code representation for the presentation purpose. The remaining rules are presented in Appendix 3.1.

4.2.4. Error Identification. After the transformation process, we may obtain multiple transformed binaries. For each binary, we go through the same error identification process (Section 4.1). If any of them can be decomposed without errors (both implicit and explicit), we conclude that the original error is resolved. Otherwise, we repeatedly try other target blocks until we succeed or exhaust all the blocks.

Binary with Multiple Decompilation Errors. A binary can have multiple error-inducing instructions at different locations. To facilitate discussion, we use $E_i$, $L_i$, and $B_i$ to represent a decomposition error ($E_i$) in a binary ($B_i$) and its error location ($L_i$). Assume that we initially run PYFET to fix $E_1$ at $L_1$, if we observe another error $E_2$ at a different location $L_2$ ($\neq L_1$) on a new transformed binary $B_2$, it means that (1) we resolved the previous error $E_1$ and (2) the current binary contains two decomposition errors: $E_1$ and $E_2$. Hence, we reiterate the entire process to fix $E_2$ at $L_2$, on the transformed binary $B_2$. Note that when fixing multiple errors, we handle multiple transformed binaries that
may have changed instruction addresses (or offsets) due to our transformations by maintaining a mapping of addresses between the input and transformed binaries.

5. Evaluation

Implementation. The prototype of PYFET is implemented in Python. The total SLOC is 6,243, including all the tools that we develop to assist PYFET: e.g., the control flow graph (CFG) generator and logging/result processing tools.

Environment Setup. All the experiments are conducted on a Ubuntu Linux 18.04 with an i9 3.70GHz CPU and 64GB RAM. We use Docker [30] with official Python images to handle individual Python versions independently.

Base Python Malware Samples. We collect Python malware binaries (i.e., .pyc files) through ReversingLabs [39] which is one of the largest threat intelligence research labs. Each sample from ReversingLabs is annotated with a threat level that represents the maliciousness, ranging from 0 to 5, where 0 indicates ‘benign’ and 5 means ‘highly malicious’.

We search for two types of files with the threat level ranging from 1 to 5, between June 2016 and July 2021: (1) .pyc files and (2) binaries packed by popular Python packers such as [14]. We obtain 1,905 unique files of the first type (i.e., .pyc files), and 631 files of the second type (i.e., packed binaries) which contain 36,446 unique .pyc files when extracted. In total, we obtain 38,351 .pyc samples.

Identifying Malware Samples for Evaluation. To identify malware samples causing decompilation errors, We use five Python decompilers, Uncompyle6, Decompyle3, Unpyc37, and Decompyle++ to decompile the 38,351 malware samples. We then identify 17,117 samples (45.6% of the total) causing decompilation failures. Fig. 7 shows the results by the Python versions with respect to the decompilation results (i.e., successful or failed).

Python 2.7 samples caused the most decompilation errors (6,911 samples). This is, in part, because our dataset contains significantly more 2.7 version samples than other versions. In terms of the failure rate, Python 3.7 and later versions have higher failure rates, 66.7% (for 3.8) and 81.1% (for 3.9), than Python 2.7 (38.9%). Note that since only Decompyle++ officially supports Python 3.9 binaries, all the decompilation failures of 3.9 are from Decompyle++.

5.1. Effectiveness of PYFET

We use the 17,117 samples with decompilation errors to measure the effectiveness of our approach. The ‘# of Errors’ column in Table 5 shows the number of implicit and explicit errors from the samples. As shown in the ‘Fixed’ column, PYFET successfully resolves all the decompilation errors.

# Errors in File/Function. We find that most (62.2%, 10,653) erroneous samples have more than one error, and for functions, almost half of the erroneous functions (52.9%, 66,253) have multiple errors. On average, a single file has 4.1 errors, and a single function has 1.7 errors. Decompyle++ has significantly more errors in a file/function than any other decompiler. The most number of errors in a single file is 91, which is from a Python 3.9 sample frequently using three instructions that are not supported by the decompiler: JUMP_IF_NOT_EXC_MATCH, DICT_MERGE, and LIST_TO_TUPLE. Our further inspection result reveals that Decompyle++ does not support 45 opcodes across all Python versions, and we find 8,528 samples causing errors due to 23 unsupported opcodes. Details of the unsupported instructions can be found on [35] (Section 9.1).

Frequently Applied FETs. Table 5 shows the top 3 FETs that resolved the most number of decompilation errors for the samples from each Python version for each decompiler. The ‘All’ rows show the average of all the versions for each decompiler. We have significantly more errors in Decompyle++ as compared to other decompilers (i.e., 73.4% of the total samples). Hence, two top FETs (R11 and R10) are from Decompyle++. The top 3 FETs used are as follows:

- R11. Eliminating unpacking variables using asterisks.
- R7. Moving control flow changing instructions (e.g., continue and return) out of try or except block.
- R10. Simplifying else blocks of control structures by detaching statements into a separate conditional.

R11 is commonly used by Uncompyle6, Decompyle3, and Decompyle++, handling 25% of all errors (4,279). The top 3 FETs handle 61.2% of errors (47,116), showing that a few FETs can handle a large number of errors. We also observe that a single FET handles errors caused by multiple causes. For instance, R5 resolves errors caused by a missing grammar in Uncompyle6 and an unsupported instruction WITH_CLEANUP_START in Decompyle++. In addition, we observe that FETs are not specific to a particular decompiler: (1) R7 is effective for Uncompyle6, Decompy3, and Unpyc37 and (2) R8 resolves errors for Uncompyle6, Decompyle3, and Unpyc37. Many FETs (e.g., R1–R3, R5, R7, and R8) also work for multiple Python versions.

The ‘Remains’ column shows the number of the rest of the FETs that successfully resolved decompilation errors, with the accumulated percentages.

# of Blocks Attempted. The ‘Blocks Attempted’ column shows the number of basic blocks PYFET iterates and tries FETs throughout the process. It is dependent on the distance between the error location and the block containing the error-inducing instruction. In general, if there exist long and nested conditionals or loops along the path, it results in a large number of basic blocks attempted. The average number of blocks attempted is 6.5 (out of 19.6). Note that Decompyle++ and Unpyc37 do not provide the error location, hence we use the root node of a function as an error location. As a result, we observe more number of
blocks attempted than other decompilers, as PYFET has to traverse to the instruction causing errors from the root node. In particular, a sample makes Decompyle++ traverse 208 blocks (out of 245 blocks) because in the sample’s CFG, the error is very far from the root node. Overall, we find that PYFET explored 37.6% of the basic blocks (with an average of fewer than 11 blocks) from all the samples, showing that our algorithm is efficient.

# of FETs Attempted. Multiple FETs might be applicable to a single basic block. Hence, the number of FETs attempted reflects the effectiveness of PYFET in applying FETs for each block. The first two sub columns show the number of FETs attempted across all the basic blocks, which is 7.4 on average. Recall that PYFET explores 7 basic blocks on average. It means that for each block, there are typically one or two matching FETs. Observe that all the decompilers except Decompyle++ have fewer FETs attempted than the number of blocks attempted, due to the blocks that do not have any applicable FETs. Except for Decompyle++, up to 6 FETs on average are attempted, which is a small number of attempts. Lastly, Decompyle++ has substantially more FETs attempted than the number of blocks attempted. Our analysis on the cases shows that they go through many nested chains of conditionals consisting of multiple boolean expressions. When PYFET attempts to break down those expressions, it iteratively tries FETs (e.g., R1) on each boolean expression.

5.2. Correctness and Impact of PYFET

5.2.1. Correctness. We conduct the following experiment to understand the correctness of PYFET’s transformations.

1. We collect 14,949 Python source code files from 100 popular Python programs (Details of the selection process can be found in Appendix 4.2).

2. From the step 1’s dataset, we randomly select samples to obtain 40 decompilation errors for each of the 30 FETs, resulting in 1,200 decompilation errors.

3a. For each error sample from step 2, we manually apply a source-level FET to the original source and compile the transformed source.

3b. We compile the 1,200 samples from step 2, and then apply PYFET to the compiled binaries, obtaining 1,200 transformed binaries.

4. Compare transformed binaries from steps 3a and 3b to evaluate the correctness of transformation by PYFET.

The comparison results show that there is no bytecode differences between the binaries from the step 3a and 3b, meaning that all the transformations by PYFET are correct.

5.2.2. Impact of Transformation. We conduct another experiment to understand the impact of PYFET’s transformations in the decompiled source code.

* We borrow the steps 1, 2, and 3 from the correctness experiment in Section 5.2.1 for the steps 1, 2, and 3.

3. Same to 3b. We obtain 1,200 transformed binaries.

4. We use decompilers to obtain the decompiled source code from the 1,200 transformed binaries.

5. Compare the decompiled source from step 4 with the original source from step 2.

The results show that, at the source code level, PYFET’s impact is less than 3 lines of source code on average across all FETs. Specifically, 14 FETs (R17–R30) do not affect the decompiled source code, 16 FETs (R1–R16) cause the changes of 3.5 lines of the source code, and 8 FETs

4. For rules that we do not have 40 errors, we manually inject errors at the source code level and repeat the steps 2–4.

5. If a FET is applicable for multiple Python versions, we try to use different compiler versions even.
(R4, R8, R11, R13, R15, R16) are reversible. The maximum number of lines changing we see is for R6 (Adding support for unsupported language features) with 8 lines of code change. We observe that it was because of converting dictionary comprehension into a separate function that takes additional lines of code for definition. However, we see only one line of code change in the original function (i.e., changing variable to be assigned to invoked function rather than dictionary comprehension). We also note that R2 can impact readability by generating complex if blocks from a large chain of elifs. While R5 removes implicit exception handlers from removing with block, potentially impacting other exception handlers. At the bytecode level, on average 2.9 instructions are changed, where all are intended for fixes. We observe that PYFET only changes the targeted statement/control structure but not others.

In terms of the control flow, the impact of our transformation is limited. Specifically, 22 rules (R3, R6, and R11–R30) have no change in the program flow. The remaining 8 rules (R1, R2, R4, R5, and R7–R10) have on average 2.3 changes (320 cases in total) in edges. However, they are all intended (e.g., R7 moving ‘continue’ outside of the loop). Due to the space, we provide code snippets of 60 example transformations by PYFET in real world applications on [35] (Section 12) to show the impact of PYFET’s transformation. We provide 1,200 example transformations on [36] as well.

5.3. Performance of PYFET

![Figure 8. Performance of PYFET per Error.](image)

Fig. 8 shows the overhead per error for PYFET across all samples. Note that PYFET is a framework that can choose which decompiler to use, resulting in 5 versions of PYFET in the result, each with a different decompiler. For decoders that do not support certain Python versions, we do not report the results for the versions. PYFET-U2 and PYFET-D3 both take around 33–42 seconds to fix an error for Python versions except for 2.7 which takes around 10 seconds. Meanwhile, PYFET-U2, PYFET-U3, and PYFET-D++ take on average 2.7 seconds because they run faster than others. Note that most of the execution time is spent on running decoders. The pattern matchings and transformations take less than 1.7 seconds (on average 84.2 ms).

5.4. Case Studies

5.4.1. Handling 3.9 Binaries. Among the five decoders we evaluated, Decompyle++ is the only decoder supporting Python 3.9 binaries. However, it has a high failure rate (81.1%), as shown in Fig. 7. In this section, we use PYFET to transform 3.9 binaries to 3.8 to enable support of Python 3.9 binaries for Uncompyle6 and Decompyle3.6. In our base dataset, there are 3,045 Python 3.9 binaries.

**Step 1. Changing the File Version.** The first two bytes of .pyc files represent the magic number indicating the Python version. We modify it to ‘343’ which is the magic number for 3.8 version. This successfully handles 415 samples.

**Step 2. Translating 3.9 Instructions to 3.8.** 11 newly introduced instructions and 11 removed (i.e., obsolete) instructions in 3.9 are shown in [35] (Table 15). To accommodate the changes, we define 13 additional rules (more details in [35] (Section 10.1). Note that all the 13 transformation rules are SET (semantically equivalent transformation), meaning that the translated 3.8 binaries are semantically equivalent to their 3.9 binaries. The rules are straightforward, i.e., replacing a single instruction with another single instruction (e.g., IS_OP and COMPARE_OP). The most complicated rule is RE-6 which translates a dictionary creation into a map creation. Note that coming up with the rules was fairly easy and only took 8 hours by one of the authors.

**Decompilation Errors after Version Conversion.** With the 13 rules (R18–R30), we successfully convert 3.9 binaries to 3.8 binaries. However, we observe that the converted 3.8 binaries suffer from similar decompilation errors we observed in the existing 3.8 binaries. Specifically, we show that the FETs used for 3.9 (except for the rules for version conversion) are similar to the FETs for 3.8 in Appendix 3.1.

**Evaluation of Transforming Binaries.** After changing the file version, we find a total of 214,831 errors across Uncompyle6 and Decompyle3. PYFET resolves all errors making all binaries compilable by the two decoders. We give further details in [35] (Section 10.1).
Extracting Python Opcode Remapping. To infer the opcode mapping between the original Python and the modified Python, we leverage the fact that (1) Dropbox’s modified Python is based on the 3.8.12 version and (2) they contain binary files of Python standard libraries. Hence, we obtain Python 3.8.12’s standard libraries, compile them with a vanilla Python, and then compare the results with Dropbox’s binaries. We observe that whole bytecodes match except for their opcodes. For the druv3 inSync binaries, the druv3’s Python environment provides opcode.opmap which we can compare with the original opcode.opmap. Note that Dropbox does not include the opcode module.

Handling Opcode Remapping in Dropbox (Python 3.8).

Fig. 9-(a) shows a few lines of disassembled code of a .pyc binary from Dropbox. Note that Fig. 9-(b) shows the original program’s disassembled code (for ground-truth). Observe that the instructions are abnormal. For example, it calls a function without specifying the target function (typically, LOAD_GLOBAL is used to specify the target function). Observe that at offset 12 it does not show a valid opcode mnemonic, meaning that the opcode number is not valid. Lastly, the function ends with BEGIN_FINALY (at offset 98) while all normally compiled Python functions end with RETURN_VALUE. Hence, we use the regular expression in Fig. 9-(c), which finds a function ending with the opcode 53, to fingerprint a binary with the same opcode remapping.

Fig. 9-(d) shows how the opcodes are remapped. RETURN_VALUE’s opcode is changed from 83 to 53. BEGIN_FINALY’s opcode is 83 in the Dropbox while it is 53 in a vanilla Python binary. Observe that CALL_FUNCTION’s opcode is changed from 131 to 129, while there is no opcode 129 in the vanilla Python. As a result, the disassembler fails at offset 12 in Fig. 9-(a).

Finally, Fig. 9-(e) shows a few transformation rules that change the remapped opcode back to the original opcode. For example, the first rule fixes the RETURN_VALUE’s opcode by changing the opcode 53 to 83 (i.e., [53] → [83]).

Handling inSync Binaries (Python 2.7). Due to space, we present how we handle inSync binaries in [35] (Section 11.2).

5.4.3. PjOrion Obfuscated Binaries. PjOrion [43] is a popular advanced obfuscation technique against compilers, leveraging four methods: (1) adding invalid instructions in binary, (2) adding exception blocks (using SETUP_EXCEPT), (3) hiding original opcodes in argument bytes, and (4) adding random jump instructions to shuffle the overall binary. In this section, we demonstrate how PYFET obfuscates the PjOrion obfuscated binaries.

Decompletion Attempt. We use Uncompyle6 to compile a Python binary’ obfuscated by PjOrion. The compiler fails at the invalid instruction inserted by the obfuscator.

Initial Analysis. We manually analyze the binary and observe that the instructions are displaced. Specifically, the obfuscator exploits the multi-byte nature of binary to hide opcodes in bytes reserved for arguments. Fig. 10-(a) shows a few lines of disassembled obfuscated binary. We observe that (1) the binary starts with SETUP_EXCEPT followed by an invalid instruction (i.e., essentially raising an exception), (2) the SETUP_EXCEPT block ends at offset 48 that points to an argument of STORE_DEREF (i.e., hiding the next instruction to be executed in the argument of STORE_DEREF when an exception is raised), and (3) the first instruction of the original binary (offset 0 in Fig. 10-(b)) is at offset 51 of the obfuscated binary shown in Fig. 10-(a).

7. It is a simple program created ourselves and is a Python 2.7 binary as PjOrion only supports 2.7 binaries.
Extracting Control Flow. We first apply our rule shown in Fig. 10-(c), to eliminate the exception. We then use PyFET to generate a control flow graph. The graph is shown in Fig. 10-(d). Notice that jumps to block B in Fig. 10-(c) onwards, we can see the remaining instructions being revealed with eventually ending on C.

Applying FETs. We first apply R3 from Table 4 to remove any unreachable code. Second, we apply Fig. 10-(e) to remove the entry point jump instruction and the corresponding POP _TOP instructions initially used by the previously eliminated SETUP_EXCEPT. We then use the rules in Fig. 10-(f) to remove the jump instructions added by PjOrion. Note that we only apply the rules when the jump target has a single incoming edge (e.g., instructions at 71, 62, 80, 34 and 33 to name a few). The rules essentially merge all the basic blocks in Fig. 10-(e) (from A to C). To this end, we successfully deobfuscate the PjOrion obfuscated binary.

6. Discussion

Source-level FET Presentation. We describe FETs at the source-level to ease the presentation, while these are binary-level transformations. Note that a source-level FET description means a specific implementation of the source (e.g., if a source-level FET can have multiple corresponding bytecodes, we mean one of those). Hence, all FETs in Table 4 and Table 9 mostly establishes 1:1 mapping between the source and binary representation, except for a few cases. For example, while in Python 3.7 has a SETUP_LOOP while 3.8’s while does not have the instruction. On average, each example of FET is mapped to 1.07 binary code snippets.

Side-effects of FET. Since we derive FET rules from successfully decompiled programs (that are also free of implicit errors), FETs’ transformations are safe for decompilers (i.e., they do not introduce known new errors). Regarding the possibility of FETs introducing errors in adjacent blocks, our results (in Section 5.2.2) show that the transformations do not have side effects apart from the expected semantic changes. We also did not observe such cases while experimenting with the tool (e.g., in Section 5.4).

Unhandled Decomilation Errors. There are errors that PyFET does not handle (i.e., out of the scope). First, if a decompiler does not terminate (hence there is no explicit error message), we do not handle the case. In practice, a decompiler might enter an infinite loop or an extremely slow execution path. In our paper, if decompilation does not finish within 5 minutes, we consider it does not terminate. While we rarely see such cases, one of such cases is presented in Section 5.4.2. Other examples of making decoders not terminate are presented in Appendix 6.

Generality of PyFET. Many decomposition issues we observe are generic and can happen in other decoders (e.g., C/C++ decoders). For example, handling complex control flows and optimized binary code is a long-standing problem. Some decoders may have implicit errors as well. To answer whether the technique can be expanded for other languages (e.g., C/C++), one can follow our experiments on decompilers. We leave it as future work.

7. Related Work

Binary Transformation/Rewriting. Dynamic binary translation techniques [23, 38, 49] are used in various tasks such as profiling and security analysis. They essentially conduct semantically equivalent transformations on machine instructions and add additional instructions for instrumentations. There are also binary rewriting/translation techniques for optimizations [15, 53] and security [18, 20, 31, 34, 50, 51]. In particular, T-Fuzz [33] transforms (i.e., removes) conditional statements that are difficult to satisfy, increasing the coverage of fuzzing techniques. Tonder et al. [45] leverage program transformation (SET) at the source code level to improve the accuracy of static analysis techniques. PyFET differs from their work as our transformation is at the binary level and we use FET, not SET.

Decompilers. Decompilers [1, 11, 24] and decompilation techniques [12] are mainly for reverse-engineering. Popular decoders such as Hex-Rays [22] and Radare2 [1] are built on top of disassemblers. They aim to recover the original source code representation from the given binary instructions, by identifying certain patterns of the instructions that match the high-level language constructs [13, 27, 32, 41].

Decomilation Errors. There is a line of research [6, 28, 44, 52] relating to testing, finding, and studying bugs in decompilers. [28] systematically tests popular C decompilers [24, 25] to evaluate the correctness. [6] analyze and discuss challenges and limitations of x86/64 disassembly techniques. While the specific challenges differ from Python decompilers, [6] acknowledge that decomposition errors can lead to misleading reverse-engineering processes.

8. Conclusion

We present PyFET that transforms a Python binary causing decomposition failures into another form without the errors, based on the novel concept of Forensically Equivalent Transformation. We evaluate our proof of concept system on 17,117 real-world Python malware samples in the wild, and PyFET successfully fixes 77,022 errors. Our case studies show that PyFET effectively solves various challenges, such as handling opcode remapping and obfuscation techniques. Moreover, we also use PyFET to migrate Python 3.9 binaries to 3.8 for decompilers that do not support the version.
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Appendix

1. Incorrectly Omitted Code

We inspect all samples in Section 5 for instances of incorrectly omitted code. We found 3,901 errors in 1,862 binaries across all Python versions. Decompyle++ has the most number of such errors, with a total of 3,328 (85.3%). In terms of Python versions, Python 3.9 binaries suffer from this error most (0.25 errors per sample binary).

2. Implicit Errors

2.1. Implicit Error Patterns. As stated in Section 3 (Deriving FETs), we obtain implicit error patterns by analyzing the 375 samples’ decompilation results. Specifically, we abstract the differences between their original source code and (incorrectly) decompiled source code to develop implicit error patterns and their correct pattern, as shown in Table 3 and Table 6 (showing the remaining implicit errors). Error patterns are obtained from the decompiled programs. Correct patterns are the error patterns’ corresponding code from the original source code.

2.2. Implicit Error Detection’s Outcomes. In Section 4.1.1, we present our implicit error detection process. This subsection further explains how we interpret the implicit error detection process’s outcomes for each implicit error pattern found in decompiled binary. Table 7 shows four logically possible outcomes.

I. The first outcome case is that the input binary has $I_{\text{correct}}$ but does not have $I_{\text{error}}$. Note that the decompiled program has $I_{\text{error}}$. Hence, this means that the input program has a corrected version of the error code, meaning that the decompiled program has an implicit error. Intuitively, $I_{\text{correct}}$ is a solution of an implicit error. If the error does not exist, $I_{\text{correct}}$ should not exist in the input binary.

II. The input binary has $I_{\text{error}}$ but does not have $I_{\text{correct}}$. This means the decompiled program and the input program have identical instructions ($I_{\text{error}}$). Hence no error is detected.

III. If none of them exist in the input binary, there can be two reasons. First, it may mean that the decompiled program is significantly different from the input program so we cannot make a meaningful comparison. Second, the compiler that we use to obtain $I_{\text{correct}}$ and $I_{\text{error}}$ generated completely different code compared with the input binary. For both cases, we cannot trust the result; hence conservatively, we detect no errors.

IV. This result is impossible and may happen if our implementation of code matching has a bug. We detect no errors for this case, and we have not observed this case during our experiments.

Note that the outcomes of III and IV can happen if (1) the implicit error patterns are not correct in the first place, (2) our correct patterns were wrong (e.g., error pattern and correct pattern both produce the same bytecode instructions), or (3) the compiler generates different instructions compared to the original input binary’s instructions (e.g., we use a...
different compiler since the input binary header is wrong). Observe that we look for inconsistency between the two binaries where if both $S_{\text{error}}$ (from decompiled code) and input binary have the error pattern code, it means there are no implicit errors since the two binaries are consistent.

3. Additional Details of FET Rules

3.1. Complete List of FET Rules. Table 9 shows the remaining FET rules used in our experiments except for the Python 3.9 to 3.8 migration which we present on our website [35] (Section 10.1). All rules for the migration are SET (semantically equivalent transformation).

3.2. FET Rules across Python Versions. Table 8 shows the FETs used by PYFET for the respective Python version. Observe that FETs used for 3.9 are similar to those for 3.8.

4. Additional Details for Evaluation

4.1. Decompilation Errors by Each Decompiler. We observe that there are different samples causing decompilation errors on different decompilers as shown in Fig. 11. Specifically, for Uncompyle6, Decompile3, Uncompyle2, and Unpyc37, samples exclusively causing decompilation errors are 1.302, 715, 1.567, and 1.288, respectively. Meanwhile, 17,117 samples cause decompilation failures on Decompile++ only.

4.2. Application Selection Criteria for Section 5.2.1. We download top 100 Python projects based on popularity (number of stars) from GitHub (out of 2M+) for our ground truth study (14,949 Python source files). More details about 100 Python applications are on [35] (Section 9.2). We select the top 10 applications in terms of popularity and those have at least 10 SLOC per function and more than 100 functions (to prune out popular but trivial projects). Each sample is recompiled on the same Python versions used in Section 5.1 (i.e., 2.7, and 3.5~3.9). For each of the recompiled binary, we run the five decompilers to extract errors and eventually apply PYFET. We then filter out samples based on FETs applied such that we have 40 samples for each of the FET rules from R1~R30 (1,200 samples). For rules we do not find sufficient candidates, we manually inject errors in randomly selected samples.

Selected Samples. On average, the evaluated samples have 11.3 functions, 8.8 conditions (if conditions), 2.9 loops, 1.6 with blocks, and 0.6 try-except blocks per file.

5. Extended Case Studies

5.1. Manually Patching Decompilers vs PYFET. We manually debug three decompilers to resolve decompilation failures in order to demonstrate the effort required to fix the source code of decompilers. We choose Uncompyle6, Unpyc37, and Decompile++ as each of them has a unique design and implementation. Details of the chosen decompilers are on [35] (Section 9.3).
debugging uncompyle6. we debug uncompyle6 to fix the decompilation error caused by the code shown in fig. 12-(a).

1) identifying root cause: we first run the decompiler with debugging flags “-agt” to trace back the root cause. since uncompyle6 leverages the spark parser with 165 grammar rules, we dump the grammar rules associated with the error. from the error message and logs, we shortlist 11 grammar rules (out of 770) shown in fig. 12-(b) that are related to boolean operators with return. note that this process required substantial analysis and understanding of the decompiler’s internals. for instance, we went through 60 functions, and five different files (6,520 sloc in total) to shortlist the above rules, taking 7 hours of an author.

we begin with slightly modifying the shortlisted 11 rules to locate the problematic rules. specifically, since the error message does not provide any detailed information on the failed term/grammar, we use ‘?’ on each term to make it optional in the grammar as shown in fig. 13-(a). as it essentially skips the term, we are trying to skip the problematic term. this process includes inspecting the parsing grammar used and reasoning the outcomes with the modified grammar rules. doing so on all 11 rules took about 3–4 hours (each rule taking 20–30 minutes). after analyzing the results (i.e., inspecting rules used frequently near the error), we find that ‘ret_expr’ is likely a problematic rule. we then start to modify the rule to narrow down terms causing the error by unfolding the rule and playing with each term. note that changing a term in a rule often breaks the decompiler. after a handful of failed trials, fig. 13-(b) shows the first successful trial of getting a source code output. however, the output misses the majority of the code.

as directly modifying ret_expr is failed, we try to extend ret and by adding a new rule ret and a as shown in fig. 13-(c). we change unary_not to expr so that the expression after c1 can be parsed. the output now includes c1, c2, and c3. however, it misses or and and operators. we then attempt to break down the grammar in fig. 13-d and fig. 13-e to add ‘or’ and ‘and’ respectively. however, observe that fig. 13-e misses c2 and c3 while recovering the operators. to recover the two operators in the same expression correctly, we had to inspect 10 additional rules and their contexts to craft them, taking more than 8 hours. fig. 13-f shows a failed attempt that we tried to extend from step 4. note that the entire process consisted of unfolding the initially successful grammar rule we identified in fig. 12-(b). we finally craft a working rule shown in fig. 12-c that results in a correct decompilation output.

note that the entire debugging process requires us to deeply understand the decompiler including classes/data structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>original stmt.</th>
<th>transformation</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>detaching control</td>
<td>try: continue</td>
<td>try: fet_continue = 1</td>
<td>try/except statement in python runs the code inside an exception handler. control flow changing statements (e.g., continue/break/return) result in complicated code, leading to decompilation failures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7 Flow Changing Stmt. in try/except Block</td>
<td>except: ...</td>
<td>except: ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 Flow Changes in Loop</td>
<td>while x:</td>
<td>while x:</td>
<td>python compiler adds optimized jumps in between loops when part of the loop is only executed. these optimizations make it difficult for decompiler to parse. adding nop instructions at the end of the loop fixes this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9 Extracting Logical Expressions from while Loop</td>
<td>while x:</td>
<td>FET_cond = x</td>
<td>having long logical expressions in while loop leads to complex loop structure. separating the long logical expression from the loop makes it simpler for the decompiler to parse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10 Simplifying Control Flow Structures for else Block</td>
<td>try: s1; FET_else = 1</td>
<td>try: s1; FET_else = 1</td>
<td>having complex statements in else of any control flow block leads to complex structure. separating those statements into separate conditional simplifies it for decompiler to parse since it will leverage grammar for conditionals instead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11 Eliminating Unpacking Variables</td>
<td>class x(*arg, *kvargs)</td>
<td>class x(FET_one_star_arg, *FET_two_star_kvargs)</td>
<td>unpacking variables in arguments under different contexts may not be supported by decompilers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12 Simplifying Import</td>
<td>from x import (a as b, c as d)</td>
<td>from x import a as b</td>
<td>chained imports in tuples lead to complex compiled code that may not be supported by decompilers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13 Datastructure Initialization</td>
<td>{x, y, z}</td>
<td>FET_set(x, y, z)</td>
<td>datastructure initializations (e.g., sets or dictionary) definition may not be supported by the decompiler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14 Expanding yield Stmt.</td>
<td>yield from z</td>
<td>for i in z: yield i</td>
<td>yield from may not be supported by the decompiler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15 Dictionary to List</td>
<td>x = {a:b for (a, b \in c)}</td>
<td>t = [(a, b) for a, b in c]</td>
<td>dictionary comprehension may not be supported by the decompiler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16 Separating Control Structure</td>
<td>if x: s1 for i in y: s2</td>
<td>if x: s1, FET_null() for i in y: s2</td>
<td>having consective control structures can lead to difficulty in parsing especially when decompiler may perceive two control structures as one. adding nop instructions fixes this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17 Converting assert’s Implementation</td>
<td>assert x</td>
<td>assert x</td>
<td>assert’s implementation without CALL_FUNCTION causes an error. hence, we instrument CALL_FUNCTION in binary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* blue and red represent keywords and transformed code by FET.
used and grammar rules. It took more than two days in total.

(a) Attempt 1 (Experimentally modifying existing rules)

| ret_and | := | expr JUMP_IF_FALSE_OR_POP COME_FROM |
| ret_expr | := | expr JUMP_IF_TRUE COME_FROM |

2) New Bugs due to the Fix: We find that our fix causes multiple side-effects, leading to new bugs. For instance, it causes an implicit error as shown in Fig. 12-(f), where “c0 or” in the original code (Fig. 12-(e)) is incorrectly removed. We found this error after running 10 mutated test cases.

Debugging Unpyc37 and Decompyle++. We debug Unpyc37 and Decompyle++ to fix decompilation errors in conditional blocks and exception blocks respectively. For the two decompilers we take up to 10 hours to fix. We outline the details for both of them in [35] (Section 10.2).

Fixing the Errors via PYFET. For all errors, PYFET fixes the errors by transforming less than or equal to 2 lines of source code (examples are presented on [35] in Section 10.3). Coming up with each FET takes 2.5 hours on average, including the time to analyze the error, craft the rules, and test on multiple examples. PYFET does not require one to understand and change the decompiler’s internals.

PYFET’s fixes essentially try to avoid the decompilers exercising the buggy rules or code. Specifically, we analyze how Uncompyle6 works after the PYFET’s transformation. We notice that it no longer uses the buggy rule, handling JUMP_IF_FALSE_OR_POP. We also find that there is another very similar rule handling JUMP_IF_TRUE OR POP. By comparing the two rules, we notice the buggy rule is missing an expr term (which we added in our solution shown in Fig. 12-(e)’s rule “and”). Similarly, we analyze the execution of Unpyc37 after PYFET’s transformation and observe that the buggy parts of the code (lines 2509–2519 for POP JUMP_IF function) are not executed anymore. Meanwhile, for Decompyle++, we observe that the buggy parts of code (i.e., extra invocation of bc_next function) impact only our instrumented null instruction (FET null1()) and not the original code (originally SETUP_EXCEPT).

6. Additional Discussion

Examples of Unterminated Decompilation Process. We see decompilers do not terminate even after 5 minutes, when the input binary has a particular data structure, such as a map or dictionary with many elements (e.g., more than 10,000 elements). Our manual inspection shows that the decompilers use a recursive logic to parse the consecutive elements in the map and dictionary. A potential solution is to split the large data structure into multiple small chunks.

Supporting New/Evolving Python Versions. As Python evolves, its opcode definitions change (e.g., changing/adding instruction opcodes). Since our FET rules (except for the opcode remapping rules only used in Section 5.4.2) are based on opcode mnemonics, changes in opcode numbers do not affect PYFET. Removed instructions do not significantly affect PYFET because compilers typically leverage other existing instructions to implement the removed instructions, where a working FET can be derived similarly. Handling new instructions is challenging. However, as shown in the Python 3.9 case study (Section 5.4.1), it can be done with a reasonable manual effort. Similarly, attackers may come up with new patterns that do not exist in PYFET. It can be handled by analyzing the obfuscated binary and crafting new rules, as shown in Section 5.4.3.

Intention of Error-inducing Instructions. While we find many malware samples causing decompilation errors, it does not necessarily mean that all the errors are intentionally or maliciously injected.

Limitations of Implicit Error Detection. In Section 4.1.2, we explain how we detect implicit errors. It is important to mention that our implicit error detection may have false negatives, while we are unlikely to suffer from false positives. This is because (1) our implicit error patterns are complete and (2) we use strict pattern matching rules to detect implicit error pattern code, leaving a small room for correctly detecting and transforming code. Observe that all the detected implicit errors are correctly fixed (we manually verified all the fixes) in our evaluation, meaning that we did not observe any false-positive cases. There are two major sources of false negatives: (1) our implicit error patterns are incomplete and (2) our transformation has implementation bugs.

Obfuscation Techniques. We show in Section 5.4.2, Section 5.4.3 and [35] (Section 11.2) how PYFET supports various obfuscation techniques. From our experience, since an obfuscator is essentially a post-processing technique for a compiler, our approach is suitable for handling obfuscated binaries (i.e., PYFET is essentially a pre-processor for a decompiler). While handling new anti-analysis techniques requires new FET definitions, we believe our design is generic to handle them. Our approach prevents tinkering the decompiler to handle obfuscations that can potentially break overall parsing rules within the decompiler.